
The Torah sometimes says 

something of fundamental 

importance in what seems 

like a minor and incidental 

comment. There is a fine 

example of this near the 

beginning of today’s 

parsha. 

 

Last week, we read of how 

Moses was sent by God to 

lead the Israelites to 

freedom, and how his initial 

efforts met with failure. Not 

only did Pharaoh not agree 

to let the people go; he 

made the working 

conditions of the Israelites 

even worse. They had to 

make the same number of 

bricks as before but now 

they had to gather their 

own straw. The people 

complained to Pharaoh, 

then they complained to 

Moses, then Moses 

complained to God. “Why 

have You brought trouble to 

this people? Why did You 

send me?” 

 

At the beginning of this 

week’s parsha God tells 

Moses that He will indeed 

bring the Israelites to 

freedom, and tells him to 

announce this to the 

people. Then we read this:  

So Moses told this to the 

Israelites but they did not 

listen to him, because their 

spirit was broken and 

because the labour was 

harsh. Ex. 6:9 

The italicised phrase seems 

simple enough. The people 

did not listen to Moses 

because he had brought them 

messages from God before 

and it had done nothing to 

improve their situation. They 

were busy trying to survive 

day by day. They had no time 

for utopian promises that 

seemed to have no grounding 

in reality. Moses had failed to 

deliver in the past. They had 

no reason to think he would 

do so in the future. So far, so 

straightforward. 

 

But there is something more 

subtle going on beneath the 

surface. When Moses first 

met God at the Burning Bush, 

God told him to lead, and 

Moses kept refusing on the 

grounds that the people 

would not listen to him. He 

was not a man of words. He 

was slow of speech and 

tongue. He was a man of 

“uncircumcised lips”. He 

lacked eloquence. He could 

not sway crowds. He was not 

an inspirational leader. 

It turned out, though, that 

Moses was both right and 

wrong, right that they did not 

listen to him but wrong about 

why. It had nothing to do 

Rabbi Sacks on Vaera 
with his failures as a 

leader or a public 

speaker. In fact it had 

nothing to do with Moses 

at all. They did not listen 

“because their spirit was 

broken and because the 

labour was harsh.” In 

other words: if you want 

to improve people’s 

spiritual situation, first 

improve their physical 

situation. That is one of 

the most humanising 

aspects of Judaism. 

 

Maimonides emphasises 

this in The Guide for the 

Perplexed. The Torah, he 

says, has two aims: the 

well-being of the soul and 

well-being of the body. 

The well-being of the soul 

is something inward and 

spiritual, but the well-

being of the body requires 

a strong society and 

economy, where there is 

the rule of law, division of 

labour and the promotion 

of trade. We have bodily 

well-being when all our 

physical needs are 

supplied, but none of us 

can do this on our own. 

We specialise and 

exchange. That is why we 

need a good, strong, just 

society. 
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Shabbat Mevarchim             

 

Rosh Chodesh Shevet            

Molad: Saturday Jan 21 

 @11:56:10 PM 

Rosh Chodesh:              

Mon January 23 

    

Kiddush is sponsored by Donna & Joseph Hecht  

in honor of their Granddaughter born  

to their children Ariella & Daniel Raykher 

and by the Steinberg-Ginsburg family  

who are  excited to be sponsoring the kiddush  

in honor of the 96th birthday of their Dear 

Mother, Grandmother and Great-grandmother Pearl Ginsburg. 

  

Times 
(Monday Edition) 

 
Week of  1/15 

 

Mon/Thurs 6:35/7:45am 

Tue/Wed/Fri 6:45/7:45am  

Mincha 4:40pm 

 Shabbat 1/21  

Candle Lighting 4:39pm 

Mincha 4:40pm 

Hashkama 8:00am  

Parsha Shiur                    8:30am 

Main                    9:00am 

Youth                    9:00am 

Beit Midrash                    9:15am 

Gemara Shiur                    4:00pm 

Mincha                    4:35pm 

Shabbat Ends                    5:48pm 

Latest Times for 
Shema/Shemoneh Esrei 

January 21 9:40/10:28am 

January  28 9:38/10:28am 
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creatively, the more you pay them. Money works up to a 

certain level, but beyond that the real motivator is the 

challenge to grow, create, find meaning, and to invest 

your highest talents in a great cause. Money speaks to our 

Adam needs, but meaning speaks to our Abraham needs. 

There is a truth here that Jews and Judaism have tended 

to note and live by more fully than many other civilisations 

and faiths. Most religions are cultures of acceptance.  

 

There is poverty, hunger and disease on earth because 

that is the way the world is; so that must be how God 

made it and wants it. Yes, we can find happiness, nirvana 

or bliss, but to achieve it you must escape from the world, 

by meditation, or retreating to a monastery, or by drugs 

or trance, or by waiting patiently for the joy that awaits us 

in the world to come. Religion anaesthetises us to pain. 

 

That isn’t Judaism at all. When it comes to the poverty 

and pain of the world, ours is a religion of protest, not 

acceptance. God does not want people to be poor, hungry, 

sick, oppressed, uneducated, deprived of rights, or subject 

to abuse. He has made us His agents in this cause. He 

wants us to be His partners in the work of redemption. 

That is why so many Jews have become doctors fighting 

disease, lawyers fighting injustice or educators fighting 

ignorance. It is surely why they have produced so many 

pioneering (and Nobel Prize-winning) economists. As 

Michael Novak (citing Irving Kristol) writes: Jewish 

thought has always felt comfortable with a certain well-

ordered worldliness, whereas the Christian has always felt 

a pull to otherworldliness. Jewish thought has had a 

candid orientation toward private property, whereas 

Catholic thought – articulated from an early period chiefly 

among priests and monks – has persistently tried to direct 

the attention of its adherents beyond the activities and 

interests of this world to the next. As a result, tutored by 

the law and the prophets, ordinary Jews have long felt 

more at home in this world, while ordinary Catholics have 

regarded this world as a valley of temptation and as a 

distraction from their proper business, which is 

preparation for the world to come. 

 

God is to be found in this world, not just the next. But for 

us to climb to spiritual heights we must first have satisfied 

our material needs. Abraham was greater than Adam, but 

Adam came before Abraham. When the physical world is 

harsh, the human spirit is broken, and people cannot then 

hear the word of God, even when delivered by a Moses. 

Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev said it well:  “Don’t worry about 

the state of someone else’s soul and the needs of your 

body. Worry about the needs of someone else’s body and 

the state of your own soul.” 

 

Alleviating poverty, curing disease, ensuring the rule of 

law and respect for human rights: these are spiritual tasks 

no less than prayer and Torah study. To be sure, the latter 

are higher, but the former are prior. People cannot hear 

God’s message if their spirit is broken and their labour 

harsh. 

Spiritual achievement, says Maimonides, is higher than 

material achievement, but we need to ensure the latter 

first, because “a person suffering from great hunger, 

thirst, heat or cold, cannot grasp an idea even if it is 

communicated by others, much less can he arrive at it by 

his own reasoning.” In other words, if we lack basic 

physical needs, there is no way we can reach spiritual 

heights. When people’s spirits are broken by harsh labour 

they cannot listen to a Moses. If you want to improve 

people’s spiritual situation, first improve their physical 

conditions. 

 

This idea was given classic expression in modern times by 

two New York Jewish psychologists, Abraham Maslow 

(1908-1970) and Frederick Herzberg (1923-2000). Maslow 

was fascinated by the question of why many people never 

reached their full potential. He also believed – as, later, 

did Martin Seligman, creator of Positive Psychology – that 

psychology should focus not only on the cure of illness but 

also on the positive promotion of mental health. His most 

famous contribution to the study of the human mind was 

his “hierarchy of needs”. 

 

We are not a mere bundle of wants and desires. There is a 

clear order to our concerns. Maslow enumerated five 

levels. First are our physiological needs: for food and 

shelter, the basic requirements of survival. Next come 

safety needs: protection against harm done to us by 

others. Third is our need for love and belonging. Above 

that comes our desire for recognition and esteem, and 

higher still is self-actualisation: fulfilling our potential, 

becoming the person we feel we could and should be. In 

his later years Maslow added a yet higher stage: self-

transcendence, rising beyond the self through altruism and 

spirituality. 

 

Herzberg simplified this whole structure by distinguishing 

between physical and psychological factors. He called the 

first, Adam needs, and the second Abraham needs. 

Herzberg was particularly interested in what motivates 

people at work. What he realised in the late 1950s – an 

idea revived more recently by American-Israeli economist 

Dan Ariely – is that money, salary and financial rewards 

(stock options and the like), is not the only motivator. 

People do not necessarily worker better, harder or more 
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Please Choose a Month to Volunteer as a Coordinator! 

 

Great Neck Synagogue 

2022 - 2023 

Monthly Chesed Collection Calendar 
 

Month Items to be collected 

September Pass It Forward… 

October Toiletries 

November Coats/Hats/Gloves  

December Sweaters/Sweatshirts & Jeans 

January Baby items 

February Crutches/Wheelchairs/Walkers Etc… 

March Chometz Give away 

April Passover products 

May Sports equipment 

June 
Hachnasat Kallah/New Kitchen and 

Household items 

July Cellphones/Eyeglasses/Shoes 

August 
New School  and Art Supplies & 

Knapsacks 

 

Please choose a month and volunteer as a coordinator to help insure that each monthly 
collection will run smoothly. 

 

The following are some of the organizations that will benefit from these monthly programs: 

• Oneg Shabbat 

• Chai Life line                                                              

• Yad Sarah 

• Tomchei Shabbat 

• AFYAH Foundation 

• Ohel 

• NEW EYES for the needy 

• Hachnassat Kallah 

• Soles 4 souls 

• Shalom Task Force 

• Cell Phones For Soldiers 

• Far Rockaway Chesed                       

• Jewish Board of Family and Jewish Services 

• INN- Interfaith Nutrition Network     
 

To volunteer to be a Chesed Coordinator for one month please call 

Mark Twersky at (516) 487- 6100 mtwersky@gns.org 
or Sharon Goldwyn at (917) 287-7334  sgdesignermom@aol.com 

 

Thank you for your help!  

Or email Wiesenfeld@gmail.com 
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MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE  
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW. 

Saturday, 28 Tevet 

Thelma Kattan for Naim ben Harun 

Mel Fox for Sally Fox 

Amy Griffel for Sally Fox 

Bruce Fox for Sally Fox 

Irene Marcus for Freda Wineman 

Sunday, 29 Tevet 

Osnass Shein for Bessie Miller 

Seth Horowitz for Barbara Horowitz 

Ronald Swartz for Robert Swartz 

Steven Swartz for Robert Swartz 

Lisa Adler for Robert Swartz 

Joyce Swartz for Robert Swartz 

Jill Swartz for Enid Lee 

Michal Rosenzweig for Heskel Khazzam 

Stephen Rabinowitz for Milton Rabinowitz 

Hillel Sternstein for Geraldine Cohen Sternstein 

George Zobel for Hillel Zobel 

Sandy Nissenbaum for Saul Nissenbaum 

Monday, 1 Shevat 

Howard Wolf for Emma Wolf 

Anne Sandler for Harry Usher 

Eli Moradi for Jahan Ghadamian Moradi 

Michael Brisman for Joan Brisman 

Jonathan Brisman for Joan Brisman 

Mark Landa for Golds Landa 

Myle Mittleman for Jack Mittleman 

Tuesday, 2 Shevat 

Chava Shalmon for Sh’maye Grinszpan 

Liza Novogrudsky for Helen Young 

Ehshan Reyhanian for Aharon Reyhanian 

Linda Horowitz for Arthur Kagan 

Wednesday, 3 Shevat 

Judy Lillien for Sam Haimsohn 

Thursday, 4 Shevat 

Mahin Aryeh for Rafael Aryeh 

Michael Aryeh for Rafael Aryeh 

Nathaniel Aryeh for Rafael Aryeh 

Benjamin Aryeh for Rafael Aryeh 

Holly Hoenig for Irene Berns 

Jeff Wiesenfeld for Markus Wiesenfeld 

Phil Hanfling for Max Hanfling 

Friday,  5 Shevat 

Carol Berlin for Joseph Simon 

Mitchell Siegel for Helen Siegel 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

January 18: Chaverim with Howard Silberstein 

January 31: Sisterhood Event 

February 3-4: Rabbi Manis Friedman 

February 11: Live Band Karaoke 

February 24: Family Friday Night 

Mazal Tov to Debbie & Hal Chadow on the birth of a     

granddaughter born to their children Daniel and Rachel   

Rabizadeh.  

 

Mazal Tov to Donna & Joey Hecht on the birth of a 

granddaughter, born to their children Ariela & Daniel 

Raykher. 

 

HASHKAMA MINYAN 

Hashkama Minyan Kiddush is sponsored by Martin & 

Amy Fox Griffel in memory of their mothers Sally 

Fox and Marion Griffel. 

PESACH SCOPE DEADLINE AND SPONSORSHIP 

Please submit all SCOPE magazine articles, recipes,     

photos, ads, sponsorships and any other material by   

Monday, January 23rd to Diane Rein: drein@verizon.net.   

Thank you very much to our SCOPE sponsors (we have 

about 100!) for their strong support by sponsoring 3    

issues (Rosh Hashanah, Chanukah and Pesach) for a total 

cost of $100 for the year.  We strongly encourage others 

who are not currently SCOPE sponsors to have their 

names added. You can dedicate the sponsorship in honor 

or in memory of a loved one. There is also advertisement 

space available ranging in size from business card to full 

page. A price list is available upon request. Thank you. 

Door Code Change 

Please note that for security reasons the door code to  

enter GNS has been changed. Call the office, ask the   

Rabbis, Chazan, Mark or Jim for the new code. 

Please do not give out the code to any visitors or even 

your children; it has a way of spreading too quickly. 

The updated access system will not provide security if 

everyone does not cooperate. Thank you.    

DECEMBER CHESED COLLECTIONS 

Heartfelt thanks again to Sharon Goldwyn for        

organizing, arranging, and helping with December’s 

chesed drive.  Steven Blumner, Chair, would like to 

thank again all those who generously gave sweaters, 

sweatshirts, and jeans to make this drive a huge suc-

cess!  

We collected a 195 sweaters, 171 sweatshirts, and 116 

pairs of jeans donated to the Gemach at Young Israel of 

New Hyde Park. 

Furthermore, an additional 45 coats, 30 hats and 12 

scarves were donated, for a grand total of 539 coats, 

178 hats, 59 scarves, and 67 pairs of gloves.  

Special thanks to Galit & Grant Reichlin, Davida & 

Marc Yehaskel, Jim Frisch, Mark Twersky for all 

Run the NYC Half Marathon!!  

Join team Shaare Zedek in the United Airlines NYC Half       

Marathon on Sunday, March 19, 2023. Help support Shaare 

Zedek Medical Center in Jerusalem. To Sign up please         

contact Sharon Goldwyn 917-287-334 Sgoldwyn@acsz.org. 

YOUTH 

Last Motzei Shabbat we had an incredible mini       

shabbaton for 5th-7th grade girls. 31 girls came to 

make beautiful glass art creations on float frames with      

Deesigned By Me. Thank you to our leaders Adina 

Kalter and our Bnei Akiva Shlichot, Avia and Yarden for 

all your help! At the end of the program, out shlichot let 

the girls in singing and   dancing with their guitar. It 

was a lot of fun! 
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